Influences of cane length on the stability of stroke patients.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of cane length on the standing and walking stability of stroke patients. Ten stroke patients were used as subjects and evaluated by using two different cane lengths based on the measurements of the distance from distal wrist crease to the ground (WC cane), and the distance from greater trochanter to ground (GT cane). Force plates were used to determine the center of pressure (COP). The maximum sways, the total travel distances, and the mean travel speeds of the COP were analyzed for each patient standing and walking with and without canes. It was found that the total travel distance and the mean travel speed of the COP in the medial-lateral (M-L) direction were significantly lower when standing with a cane than when standing without one. It was also found that the values of these parameters and the maximum sways of the COP in both anterior-posterior (A-P) and M-L directions were significantly lower when standing with the WC cane than when standing with the GT cane. No significant difference was found in the maximum M-L sway, the total travel distance, and the mean travel speed of the COP in walking. These results suggest that the standing stability of stroke patients is improved by using canes, especially by using a WC cane, although no significant influence of using canes on the walking stability was detected. Based on the results of this study, the vertical distance from the wrist crease to ground is recommended as the appropriate cane length for stroke patients.